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Synopsis

What is management ?
Requirements of a good manager
Need for self management..its attributes
Why does the mind become impure ?
How to purify the mind
Benefits of a pure mind



What is Management ?

The professional administration of 
(...business concerns , public undertakings)

business, industrial, project, production, 
operations, quality, supply chain, personnel, 
financial, household……

Generic Requirement : Facilitating the 
achievement of the desired goal in an 
optimal manner



Requirements of a good manager

Intellectual Knowledge - accounting, 
engineering, economics, psychology, 
marketing,…..
Emotional Stability…... Degree of 
inflammability !
Positive attitude …..vs.  BMW Syndrome
Personality..….what does it 
mean?….empathetic communication
Focussed Mind

Self 
Manage
-ment



Self  Management

Managing  our…..
Actions
Speech
Thoughts

Which is the most crucial ?
Let us investigate… keep quiet and 
find out the state of our own 
mind……thoughts not in our control !



Present State of the mind

Mind is restless like a monkey : drunken & 
bitten by a scorpion
Need for training of Mind
Self control…ability to do what ought to be 
done , and not do what ought not to be 
done.
Training in concentration
Is that enough ?



Need for Change in Attitude

Attitudinal change ~ Purification of mind
How to sublimate negative tendencies  ( 
mental defilements) like….. And  augment 
positive tendencies like……( characteristics 
of pure mind) ?
We need to appreciate why does the mind 
become impure ?



Why does the mind become 
impure ……….…...1

General perception : when we come in 
contact with anything unpleasant, what we 
dislike……anger, despair, ill will  etc. arise
when we come in contact with anything 
pleasant, which we like…..greed, desire to 
have more, jealousy etc. arise
If this be the ultimate truth : change the 
surroundings ; escape from these states 
quickly



Why does the mind become 
impure ……......….2

Cognition Evaluation

Sensation

Blind reaction Bare 
Observation

Experience of Impermanence
Mind more impure



Why does the mind become 
impure…………......….3

Modern studies also agree that sensations 
play a crucial role in emotion but most of 
the time these are below the threshold of 
our awareness, yet the subconscious mind 
feels and blindly reacts to them.

Develop the ability to feel these 
sensations,  not react to them blindly, but  
observe these equanimously



Essence of  Mental purification

Complete direct & immediate mindfulness of 
whatever happens in the body-mind complex  
….rediscovered by the Buddha
Most crucial : direct ‘bare experience’ of the 
impermanent nature of the bodily sensations 
without any reaction - practice of Vipassana
Equanimity is purity
Positive emotions like loving kindness, 
compassion, joy,are the characteristics of a pure 
mind



Benefits of the practice…….1

Self control      look before you leap….. 
..mindfulness acts like the brakes on a car

Increase in concentration & efficiency, 
reduced digressive thoughts & day dreams

Proper self appraisal-knowledge of strengths 
and weaknesses….mindfulness is like a mirror



Benefits of practice………2

Ability to  face the  vicissitudes of life with 
equanimity

reduction in escapist tendencies: smoking, 
drinking, drugs  

Manifestation of higher ‘needs’ - increased 
self fulfillment



Benefits of practice………3

Increased  selfless love and compassion -
improvement  in relationships……...          
.mental impurities are the enemies which 
besiege our inner household and destroy 
our peace and harmony.

Insight into Life, its purpose, the way to 
achieve it,and the confidence that it can be 
done.



Stephen Covey’s Principles of 
Effective  Living

for true success and enduring happiness
…... a principle-centered,  character based , 
“ inside-out” approach to personal and 
interpersonal effectiveness
inside-out : start first with self-with your 
paradigm, character, motives
The way we SEE the problem IS the problem
there are natural laws <principles> that govern 
human growth,progress, effectiveness : P/PC 
Balance <short term goals - long term goals>



Stephen Covey’s Principles of 
Effective Living

Principles: fairness,integrity,honesty, service, 
excellence, human dignity, patience,nurturing 
growth,encouragement..…...
It is impossible for us to break the law. We can 
only break ourselves against the law.
to be different and thereby effect positive changes 
in what’s out there  ……..being different not just 
outward personality but at the deepest levels  of 
motivations, attitudes, etc.
what you are shouts so loudly in my ears I cannot 
hear what you say.





Overview

Be proactive : personal vision
Begin with end in Mind : personal leadership
Put first things first : Personal Management

Think win/win : interpersonal leadership
First understand.. : empathic communication
Synergize : Creative cooperation

Sharpen the saw : Balanced self renewal

Private victory

Public victory

Self Renewal



Practising Stephen Covey’s seven 
principles…………..1

Be  proactive…...not reactive
response-ability ….. between stimulus and 
response man has the freedom to choose….take 
initiative and responsibility to make things 
happen

need self control, ability to handle 
criticism-to convert it into opportunity , 
practice of equanimity



Practising Stephen Covey’s seven 
principles………………..2

Begin with end in mind 
Start with a clear destination to understand 
where you are now, where you're going and 
what you value most……..money, work, 
possessions, pleasures, friends, enemies, god, 
self-image, principles ( UHVs)

Needs  ability  to resist temptations “on 
the way” , focus and concentration of 
mind



Practising Stephen Covey’s seven 
principles……………….3

Put first things first
Organize and execute around priorities   …self 
management…multiplicity of roles
important vs urgent matters…plight of hod
ability to say NO

Needs ability to rise above likes / dislikes, 
moods , apprehensions and be governed 
by principles 



Practising Stephen Covey’s seven 
principles………………4

Think win/win
recognizing  interdependence : real success 

can not be achieved at the expense of others  
….attitude of an industrialist towards workers
..cooperation in workplace

Needs a mind imbued with loving kindness , 
free from greed and jealousy



Practising Stephen Covey’s seven 
principles………………5

Seek first to understand, then to be 
understood

empathetic listening inspires openness and 
trust ; ethos (personal credibility-emotional 
bank account)     pathos( empathic side)   
logos ( reasoning)

Needs  integrity, kindness, courtesy, honesty,  
forbearance, deep humility



Practising Stephen Covey’s seven 
principles…………….6

Synergize
1 + 1 =  8, 16 or even 100 ?
cooperative creativity and learning from 
different perspectives, valuing the differences, 
values of interdependence

Needs  humility, ability to reconcile 
differing opinions compassionately



Practising Stephen Covey’s seven 
principles……………7

Sharpen the saw
Preserving and enhancing your greatest asset, 
yourself, by renewing the physical, spiritual, 
mental and social/emotional dimensions of your 
nature

Needs taking great care of the 
mind………….mind is supreme



This is the true joy in  life-that being used for a 
purpose recognized by yourself as a mighty one. 
That being a force of nature, instead of a feverish 
selfish clod of ailments and grievances 
complaining that the world would not devote itself 
to making you happy. I am of the opinion that my 
life belongs to the whole community and as long as 
I live it is my privilege to do for it whatever I 
can……..

George Bernard Shaw



Thank You !
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